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Meeting Minutes 
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Attendees: 
 Tommy Cardona  Loring Navarro  Silviano Baron 
 Celia Cardona  Moira Rodriguez-Davey  Roman Ojeda 
 Damian Cardona  Laura Ojeda  Anabel Becerra 
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Meeting starts at 7:29 pm 

Loring – RC report – nothing major to report. Regarding budget and player fees, there is a fee of $1.25 - 
$1.50 per player. We budgeted for $3 per player. 

Loring - Regarding Ref program there are supposed to be instructor classes but he has not seen any 
information about this yet. If he does not hear anything, he will check in.  

Loring reminds everyone to complete SafeSport training.  Lots of people are having issues with LiveScan, 
National may have gotten “swamped.”  Camarillo is looking to purchase a machine and would like to have 
at least one person from each Region trained. 

Regarding NAGM, in-person attendance is being recommended. They would like to have spouses attend 
as well and region would pay for travel. The registration cost is $500 if registered by 04/30, goes up to 
$550 after. Registration to attend online is $80. The cost for the hotel room is $155 per night, for a total 
of $620, plus the cost of travel. Loring makes a motion to vote on attending in person. Moira seconds, 
Celia motions to accept. Loring asks if the group would like to have a discussion about it. Monica asks 
what Loring’s personal preference is. He says that he did attend last year online and there wasn’t a lot of 
conversation or networking ability via the online attendance. Moira has attended once and she says that 
it is worth going in person. Celia also agrees that it is beneficial to attend in person to be able to network 
and meet people. Moira motions to vote on in-person attendance, Tommy seconds. Loring opens up 
votes via chat or verbal. Al and Moira vote yes verbally, Laura and Roman vote yes verbally, Damian and 
Celia vote yes in chat. There are not any “no’s” in chat. 

Loring addresses voting for Monica to attend as well. Loring makes the motion to vote on Monica’s travel 
expenses and possible attendance. Damian makes a motion and Moira accepts. Loring opens up votes via 
chat or verbal. Al and Moira vote yes verbally, Laura and Roman vote yes verbally. There are not any 
“no’s” in chat. 

Loring – Registration is open. He just got flyers approved by the school district. The cost is about $800 for 
4,000 sheets cut in half with Spanish and English; a total of 8,000 flyers. The budget for flyers was $1000. 



Loring opens vote to spend no more than $800 on the flyers. Monica motions to accept and Tommy 
seconds. Loring opens up votes via chat or verbal. Celia, Tommy, Laura, Roman, Al and Moira verbally 
vote yes, Anabel votes yes in chat. 

Anabel asks if we will be advertising with banners. Loring is waiting on price for banners. In the past he 
has put up 3 or 4 banners, he would like to have 4 – 6 banners. Estimating about $80 per banner. The 
banners used in the past were ruined by graffiti. Anabel motions to accept the cost for banners and Al 
seconds. There are not any “no’s” to motion. 

Loring – Registrar – Currently at 56 players. This will hopefully increase once the flyers go out. We have 
registration events planned that will be held outside of the school at the park so that we do not have to 
pay. Registration events are scheduled for 05/07 and 05/28 and 06/11 and 06/25. Loring proposes that 
we extend early bird pricing to end May 31st because flyers will not go out in time. Monica motions to 
accept and Anabel seconds. There are not any “no’s” to motion. 

Celia – CVPA – Nothing at this time. 

Celia – Treasurer – We currently have $46,286.26, $716.78, and outstanding checks of $1,790. 

Roman – Coach Admin – Nothing at this time. Loring says that Damian, Roman and himself are Coach 
Instructor candidates and Al is an Advanced Coach Instructor candidate. Loring spoke with Eric at the area 
meeting, if we have enough people to put a class together for U12 he said that he can either come out 
and watch or they can try and incorporate with his class in July. Al is being asked to do an advanced class, 
Eric is supposed to reach out to Al. 

Tommy – Ref Admin – Ken Astin camp is June 17 – June 19. We have 3 or 4 candidates and the cost is 
$250 per person which includes room and board and food. This will be in Orange, CA. Tommy, Tommy Sr., 
and Loring would be those that go. Tommy spoke with Linda and he will be in charge of Spanish 
instruction for refs in Section 10. Tommy and Tommy Sr. got Advance Certification badge through Linda. 
He would like to plan an Intermediate Ref class for other refs to move up to next badge level. We also 
need to have a Regional Ref Class for those that are not in the system but need to be re-certified.  

Loring opens discussion. Al has a tournament team that is currently playing. We also have a 10U girls 
team coached by Alex Aguilera. Loring lets group know that the Area Director Dave thanks our Region for 
our representation. 

Tommy asks if anyone who took the instructor class at Expo has received confirmation that class was 
completed. Loring checked to see if anyone is missing; he will reach out to Karen about those that are 
missing. Loring said to check to make sure everyone has certificates for all classes attended at Expo, if not 
he can reach out to Karen. 

Monica asks if next meeting will be in person. We need to find a place that we will all be able to fit. A few 
restaurants are brought up and Roman may be able to get space through work. Next meeting is 
scheduled for 05/17, hopefully in person. 

Loring asks for motion to adjourn meeting. Moira motions to adjourn, Anabel seconds. 

 

 

 


